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Question Bank : Advanced Java Programming (9165) 

Class   : TYIF / TYCM / TYCO (IF-CM-CO/VI/C) 

Chapter No. 04   The Tour of Swing 

 
Review Questions: 
 
4 Marks Questions 
 

1) State differences between Applet and JApplet. What are the features of 
Swing? 

2) Describe Icon and JLabel classes with their respective methods. 
3) What are the capabilities added in JLabel rather than a label from AWT 

package? 
4) Which event is generated while using JCheckBox? How to handle this 

event? Explain with example. 
5) What is difference between CheckboxGroup and JRadioButton? How to 

create radio button using Swing? 
6) Explain the significance of ButtonGroup class. Give any suitable 

example.   
7) Differentiate Choice control and a JComboBox. 
8) Explain the operations of JComboBox class. 
9) Describe the use of any four Combo box methods. Suggest any proper 

example.  
10) What is tabbed pane? How to add components on tabbed pane? 
11) Describe scroll pane and procedure to use scroll pane on the applet. 
12) Enlist the applications of Scroll pane. Give suitable examples. 
13) What are the tab positions and tab policies are associated with a 

tabbed pane? How to use them? 
14) How to add the icons to various Swing components? Illustrate with 

appropriate examples. 
15) Which events are generated by the tree? How to handle these events? 

Describe. 
16) State the procedure to use Table on the applet. 
17) Write any program to demonstrate the use of Trees.  
18) What are the events generated by the tree? Enlist the methods 

associated with them. 
19) State different classes and interfaces associated with tree. Give use of 

them. 
20) What is a Default Mutable Tree Node? Elaborate its use by giving 

suitable example.   
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8 Marks Questions 
 

1) Describe the use of following methods: 
a. getContentPane( ) 
b. addTab( ) 
c. getPath( ) 
d. setPressedIcon( ) 

2) State the major differences between: 
a. Button and JButton 
b. Label and JLabel 
c. Checkbox and JCheckBox 
d. Textfield and JTextField 
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